We study three-dimensional Fano varieties with C * -action. Complementing recent results [13], we give classification results in the canonical case, where the maximal orbit quotient is P 2 having a line arrangement of five lines in special position as its critical values.
Introduction
In this paper we study complex Fano varieties X coming with an effective torus action T × X → X. Recall that a Fano variety is a normal projective algebraic variety with an ample anticanonical divisor. The general classification of smooth Fano varieties is complete up to dimension three [14, 15, 20] in the smooth case and stays widely open in higher dimensions or in the singular case. The presence of a torus action makes the situation more accessible. For instance, in the important example class of toric Fano varieties, the smooth ones are known up to dimension nine [2, 3, 18, 21, 22, 24, 26] and in the case of at most canonical singularities, there is a complete classification up to dimension three [16, 17] .
Leaving the toric case means that the complexity of the torus action, i.e. the codimension of the general torus orbit, becomes non-zero. Then the maximal orbit quotient comes into the game. This is a rational map π : X Y , which satisfies C(X) T = C(Y ) and is defined on a large open set W ⊆ X of points with finite isotropy groups; see Section 2 for the details. The first non-trivial step is complexity one. Here, the target variety Y of the maximal orbit quotient turns out to be the projective line P 1 . In this setting, the smooth Fano varieties of Picard number at most two are known in any dimension [7] and the terminal threefolds of Picard number one have been classified [5] .
The next step, entering complexity two, is a major one, comparable to passing from curves to surfaces. We focus here on the case Y = P 2 . The crucial data is crit(π), the collection of divisors on Y consisting of critical values of π. The simplest situation are line configurations in Y = P 2 . The case that all lines are in general position means that X is one of the general arrangement varieties introduced in [10] . In this setting, we have a complete classification of the smooth Fanos of complexity two and Picard number at most two [10] and a first partial classification in for threefolds of Picard number one with at most canonical singularities [13] .
In the present paper, we enter the case of special configurations, in other words, the case of special arrangement varieties. More precisely, we consider honestly special arrangement varieties, meaning that they do not admit a torus action turning them into a general arrangement variety. Our Fano varieties X will be of Picard number at most two with Y = P 2 . In this situation we have at least five lines in crit(π); see Proposition 7.1. As we will see in Theorem 4.4, such varieties are never smooth. Turning to the singular case, when we say that X is of finite isotropy order at most k, we mean that there is an open set U ⊆ X with complement X \ U of codimension at least two such that the isotropy group T x is either infinite or of order at most k for all x ∈ U . Theorem 1.1. Every canonical Fano honestly special arrangement threefold of complexiy two, Picard number at most two, five critical lines and finite isotropy order at most two is isomorphic to one of the following Fano threefolds X, specified by its Cl(X)-graded Cox ring R(X), the matrix Q = [w 1 , . . . , w r ] of generator degrees and the anticanonical class −K X ∈ Cl(X). No 
We now describe the structure of this paper. In Section 2, we investigate special arrangement varieties using the approach to varieties with torus action from [10] . In particular, we obtain an explicit description of their Cox rings, see Construction 2.7. Section 3 is dedicated to the proofs to Section 2. In Section 4 we turn to the smooth case. Here, we prove that there are no smooth honest special arrangement varieties up to Picard number two, see Theorem 4.4. This motivates our subsequent study of the singular case in Section 5. Here we show that all arrangement varieties allow a toric ambient resolution of singularities as introduced in [10] , which provides a method to desingularize arrangement varieties in purely combinatorial terms. Section 6 is dedicated to the anticanonical complex, which is a combinatorial tool to detect the singularity type of a variety, see [13] . We give an explicit description of this tool in the arrangement case, extending results of [5, 13] . In Section 7 we use this description to prove Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 8 we go one step beyond the arrangement case and consider varieties with torus action where the maximal orbit quotient decomposes as a product of projective spaces and the critical values form a hyperplane arrangement compatible to this decomposition. We use this approach to detect hidden torus actions on special arrangement varieties, see Propostion 8.7. Moreover, we provide full classification results for smooth varieties of this type in the Fano and more general in the projective case up to Picard number two, see Theorem 8.9. 
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Arrangement varieties and their Cox rings
In this section we introduce the class of arrangement varieties. These are normal, irreducible varieties X coming with an effective action of an algebraic torus T×X → X and having a projective space as maximal orbit quotient such that the critical values form a hyperplane arrangement. In the first part of this section we recall the necessary notions. After the central definition of an arrangement variety, we turn to the description of their Cox rings and their realization as an explicit T-variety. Accompanying the reader, we have the running Examples 2.1, 2.5, 2.8, 2.13, 2.16 and 2.21. The proofs of the statements are presented in the subsequent section.
A projective hyperplane arrangement is a collection of hyperplanes H 0 , . . . , H r in a projective space P n . We call a projective hyperplane arrangement in general position, if for every choice 0 ≤ i 1 < . . . < i k ≤ r, the intersection H i1 ∩ . . . ∩ H i k is of codimensionen k. Otherwise we call it in special position.
Example 2.1. Consider the following collection of lines in P 2 :
. Then H 0 , . . . , H r is a projective hyperplane arrangement in special position.
Let X be an algebraic variety with an effective action of an algebraic torus T × X → X. A maximal orbit quotient for the T-action on X is a rational quotient, i.e. a dominant rational map π : X Y with C(Y ) = C(X) T , together with a surjective representative ψ : W → V and a collection of prime divisors C 0 , . . . , C r on Y having the following properties:
(i) The set W is contained in the (open) subset X 0 ⊆ X of points with at most finite T-isotropy and the complements of the sets W ⊆ X 0 and V ⊆ Y are of codimension at least two.
All T-invariant prime divisors of X 0 with non-trivial generic isotropy group occur among the D ij . (iv) Every choice of divisors D 0j0 , . . . , D rjr defines a geometric quotient ψ : (W \ ∪ j =ji D ij ) → V for the T-action on X.
Definition 2.2.
A general (special) arrangement variety is a variety X with an effective torus action T × X → X having π : X P c as a maximal orbit quotient and the critical values form a projective hyperplane arrangement in general (special) position.
Note that the case of general arrangement varieties were studied starting in the complexity one case [8, 9] and are more generally treated in [10] in the case of higher complexity. We will extend this picture in the next sections by studying special arrangement varieties Having a finitely generated Cox ring, we turn to the description of arrangement varieties as explicit T-varieties [10, Sec. 3]. We work in a similar manner as done in the case of general arrangement varieties [10, Sec. 6] and start with the description of their Cox rings.
Construction 2.4. Fix integers r ≥ c > 0, n 0 , . . . , n r > 0 and m ≥ 0 and set n := n 0 + . . . + n r . The input data is a tuple (A, P 0 ) as follows:
• A = (a 0 , . . . , a r ) is a (c + 1) × (r + 1) matrix of full rank with pairwise linearly independent columns a i . • P 0 is a r ×(n+m) matrix build up from tuples l i = (l i1 , . . . , l ini ) of positive integers
for the polynomial ring in the variables T ij , where i = 0, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , n i , and S k , where k = 1, . . . , m. For every l i we define a monomial
and to any v ∈ C r+1 we assign the polynomial
Now let e ij ∈ Z n and e k ∈ Z m denote the canonical basis vectors and let Q 0 : Z n+m → K 0 := Z n+m /im(P * 0 ) be the projection onto the factor group by the row lattice of P 0 . This defines a K 0 -graded C-algebra
Example 2.5. Consider the projective hyperplane arrangement H 0 , . . . , H 4 from Example 2.1. We store the coefficients of the defining linear forms as the columns of a matrix A and set
Using this as input data in Construction 2.4, we obtain the following Z 3 × (Z 2 ) 3 graded C-algebra, where we store the degrees of the genrators T ij and S k as the columns of a matrix Q 0 : In order to state the basic properties of the K 0 -graded algebras R(A, P 0 ), we recall the necessary definitions: Let K be a finitely generated abelian group and consider a K-graded C-algebra A = ⊕ w∈K A w . We say that A is K-integral, if it has no homogeneous zero divisors. A K-prime element of A is a non-zero homogeneous non-unit f ∈ A that, whenever it divides a product of homogeneous elements, it divides one of the factors. We say that A is K-factorial if A is K-integral and every non-zero homogeneous non-unit is a product of K-primes. Moreover, we call the K-grading on A effective, if the weights w ∈ K with A w = {0} generate K as a group and pointed if A w = {0} = A −w can hold only for torsion elements w ∈ K and in addition A 0 = C holds. Finally we call c := dim(A) − rk (K) the complexity of the grading. The K 0 -grading is effective, pointed, factorial and of complexity c. 
where we require the columns of P to be pairwise different, primitive, generating Q r+s as a vectorspace. Let Q : Z n+m → Z n+m /im(P * ) =: K be the canonical projection. Then we obtain a new graded ring R(A, P ) by defining a K-grading on the ring R(A, P 0 ) by setting This defines a Z 2 × (Z 2 ) 3 grading on the resulting algebra
, where we store the degrees of the variables as the columns of the matrix Q:
Corollary 2.9. The K-grading on R(A, P ) is effective, pointed, factorial and of complexity c. Moreover, if the columns of P generate Q r+s as a cone, then the K-grading is pointed.
The following proposition and the subsequent statements are adapted versions or direct consequences of [10, Secs. 3 and 6]. Now we turn to the realization of arrangement varieties as explicit T-varieties using the rings R(A, P ). Recall that R(A, P ) is an irreducible, normal complete intersection ring of dimension n+m−(r−c). In particular, it defines an affine variety V (g 1 , . . . , g r−c ), where g 1 , . . . , g r−c are generators for the ideal g v , v ∈ Ker (A) as in Construction 2.7.
Construction 2.11. Let R(A, P ) be a K-graded ring as in Construction 2.7 and assume the variables T ij , S k to be K-prime. Choose any fan Σ in Z r+s having precisely the columns of P as its primitive ray generators and denote by Z the corresponding toric variety. Then we obtain the following diagram Moreover the T-action on X is effective and of complexity c.
Example 2.13. We continue Example 2.8. Note that the variables T ij and S 1 of R(A, P ) are K-prime. Denoting the columns of P with v ij and v k with respect to the variables T ij and S k we choose the fan Σ with maximal cones
The resulting variety X(A, P, Σ) has dimension three, only constant invertible global functions, divisor class group Cl(X) ∼ = Z 2 × (Z 2 ) 3 and Cox ring R(X) = R(A, P ). Moreover the T-action is of complexity two.
Construction 2.14. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be as in Construction 2.11. Then X fits into the following diagram:
where Z 0 is the (open) union of the torus and all orbits of codimension one in Z, the morphism Z 0 → P r is a toric morphism induced by the projection of tori T r+s → T r , the downward rational maps are defined via this morphism and P c is
Remark 2.15. The rational map X P c is a maximal orbit quotient for the T-action of X, where the critical values form the hyperplane arrangement
In particular any variety X(A, P, Σ) as in Construction 2.11 is an arrangement variety.
Example 2.16. We continue Example 2.13. The variety X = X(A, P, Σ) is an arrangement variety having X P 2 as a maximal orbit quotient. In this case P 2 is realized inside P 4 as
and the critical values form the line arrangement in special position from Example 2.1:
In particular X is an arrangement variety and as we will see later it is one of the three-dimensional Fano canonical complexity two varieties in Theorem 1.1.
Definition 2.17. We call a variety X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z as in Construction 2.11 an explicit arrangement variety. Let us recall the basic notions on tropical varieties. For a closed subvariety X ⊆ Z intersecting the torus non trivially consider the vanishing ideal I(X ∩ T ) in the Laurent polynomial ring O(T ). For every f ∈ I(X ∩ T ) let |Σ(f )| denote the support of the codimension one skeleton of the normal quasifan of its Newton polytope, where a quasifan is a fan, where we allow the cones to be non-pointed. Then the tropical variety trop(X) of X is defined as follows, see [ 
Definition 2.19. Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety. We denote the columns of P with v ij and v k according to the variables T ij and S k . A P -cone is a cone σ ⊆ Q r+s such that its set of primitive ray generators is a subset of the columns of P , i.e.
Applying [25, Lem. 2.2], we obtain the following remark.
Remark 2.20. Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety. Then the cones in Σ are of leaf, special or big type.
Example 2.21. We continue Example 2.16 and investigate the fan Σ. To describe the tropical variety of X denote by e 1 , . . . , e 4 the canonical basis vectors of Q 4 and set e 0 := −e 1 − . . . − e 4 , e 5 := e 0 + e 2 + e 4 , e 6 := e 0 + e 1 + e 3 and define a fan ∆ with maximal cones cone(e i , e j ), where (i, j) is one of the following tuples:
(0, 5), (0, 6), (1, 2) , (1, 4) , (1, 6) , (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4) , (3, 6) , (4, 5) .
Then trop(X) = |∆ × Q| holds. Checking the items in Definition 2.19 for the cones in Σ, we obtain one big cone
Proofs to Section 2
This section is dedicated to the proof of the statements in Section 2. In a first step we investigate product structures on the rings R(A, P 0 ). Then we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.6. 2. Every C-algebra R(A, P 0 ) from Construction 2.4 is isomorphic as a C-algebra (forgetting the K 0 -grading) to a product
where the algebras R(A (i) , P
Remark 3.3. Note that these algebras are in general not isomorphic as graded algebras concerning their natural gradings: The K 0 -grading defined on the product via the isomorphism is in general coarsening the grading defined via the product K
We will investigate this fact in Section 8. Remark 3.4. The following list of admissible operations does not effect the isomorphy type of a ring R(A, P 0 ):
(i) any elementary row operation on A.
(ii) swap columns in A and accordingly columns in P 0 .
(iii) swap any column in P 0 inside a block l i . In particular without loss of generality we may always assume the matrix A to be in reduced row echelon form A = (E c+1 , a c+1 , . . . , a r ) and the polynomials g i generating Ker(A) to be of the following form:
We turn to the proof of Proposition 3.2. The following lemma is straightforward but for the convenience of the reader we will prove it here: Lemma 3.5. Let A = (a 0 , . . . , a r ) be a matrix as in Construction 2.4. Then there exists a unique decomposition of C c+1 into vectorsubspaces V 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V t such that the following holds:
be any decomposition of C c+1 fulfilling (i). We construct a decomposition fulfilling (ii) by successively refining this given decomposition. For this let V ′ 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V ′ s be any other decomposition fulfilling (i) and assume our given decomposition does not fulfill (ii). Then there exists
In particular, we obtain a decomposition
) holds for any k ∈ A i . Iterating this step we end up with a decomposition fulfilling (ii).
Proposition 3.2 is a direct consequence of the following more technical Lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let R(A, P 0 ) be a ring as in Construction 2.4. Then the following statements hold:
be a decomposition fulfilling assertion (i) of Lemma 3.5 and assume dim(
be a decomposition fulfilling assertion (i) of Lemma 3.5 and assume dim(V i ) > 1 for i = 1, 2. Then we have
Then, by applying Remark 3.4 (ii) we may assume V 1 = Lin(a 0 , . . . , a t ) and V 2 = Lin(a t+1 , . . . , a r ). Furthermore, as elementary row operation do note effect the isomorphy type of R(A, P 0 ), we may assume V 1 = Lin(e 1 , . . . , e s ) and V 2 = Lin(e s+1 , . . . , e c+1 ).
We prove (i). For this let dim(V 1 ) = 1, i.e. we have t = 0 and s = 1. Then a 0 = λe 1 holds and all entries a 1j with j ≥ 1 equal zero. We conclude R(A, P 0 ) ∼ = R(A ′ , P ′ 0 ), with m ′ = m + n 0 , A ′ is the matrix obtained by deleting the first row and the first column of A and P ′ 0 is build up from the tuples l 1 , . . . , l r . We turn to (ii). Assume we have dim(V i ) > 1 for i = 1, 2. Then A is a block matrix of the form
is build up from l t+1 , . . . , l r and m 1 , m 2 are positive integers with m 1 + m 2 = m.
We turn to the proof of Theorem 2.6. Let (A, P 0 ) be as in Construction 2.4. Then the defining relations g v of the ring R(A, P 0 ) can be obtained in the following way: For any v ∈ Ker (A) write
for the corresponding linear form. Then g v = f v (T l0 0 , . . . , T lr r ) holds. We will use this observation to prove in Lemma 3.8 connectedness of the affine variety X := V (g v ; v ∈ Ker (A)). Moreover, in Proposition 3.9 we deduce the dimension of X from that of Y := V (f v ; v ∈ Ker (A)).
Remark 3.7. Consider the polynomial ring C[T 0 , . . . , T r ] endowed with an effective pointed Z-grading deg(T i ) = w i ∈ Z >0 and let f ∈ C[T 0 , . . . , T r ] be any homogeneous polynomial. Then the polynomial
is homogeneous with respect to the grading defined by: 
Then the affine variety X := V(g 1 , . . . , g s ) is connected.
Proof. Consider the acting torus (C * ) n+m of C n+m and the multiplicative oneparameter subgroup
where ζ ij := deg(T ij ) is as in (3.3) . Then by construction the image λ(C * ) acts on X and has 0 as an attractive fixed point. This gives the assertion.
Then X is pure of dimension n + m − s.
Proof. Let X = X 1 ∪. . .∪X t be the decomposition of X into irreducible components. Note that we have dim(X j ) ≥ n + m − s for 1 ≤ j ≤ t as X = V (g 1 , . . . , g s ) holds.
Consider the surjective morphism
. Then by construction of X the restriction ϕ| X : X → Y is again surjective and we conclude that
Note that the latter equality holds as Y j ⊆ Y is a closed subvariety. Now for any y ∈ C r+1 we have
Proof of Theorem 2.6. In order to prove this statement it suffices to consider indecomposable algebras R(A, P 0 ). Let B be a basis for ker(A) and fix v ∈ B. Then the linear forms
. . , T r ] are Z-homogeneous with respect to the standard Z-grading on C[T 0 , . . . , T r ]. In particular, applying Lemma 3.8 we conclude that X := V(g v ; v ∈ B) is connected.
We want to use Serre's criterion to show that X is normal and I(X) = g 1 , . . . , g r−c holds. In particular, as X is connected this implies that R(A, P 0 ) is integral. Assume A to be in reduced row echelon form as in Remark 3.4 and set A ′ := (a ′ ij ) i,j := (a c+1 , . . . , a r ). Recall that the relations g 1 , . . . , g r−c are of the form g v1 , . . . , g vr−c , where v i denotes the i-th row of the following block-matrix:
Now, set δ i := grad(T li i ) and J 1 := (a ′ ji · δ i ) i,j . Then the Jacobian of g 1 , . . . , g r−c is of the form
is not of full rank. Then there exist at least two indices c + 1 ≤ i 1 < i 2 ≤ r such that δ i k (x) = 0 holds. Moreover, as the columns of A ′ are pairwise linearly independent, we have δ i3 (x) = 0 for at least one more index 0 ≤ i 3 ≤ c. In particular, this implies that there exist 1 ≤ j k ≤ n i k such that x i1,j1 = x i2,j2 = x i3,j3 = 0 holds. We conclude that any x with J(x) not of full rank is contained in one of the finitely many affine subvarieties of X of the following form:
. . ,T r ) withT i k := 0 for k = 1, 2, 3 andT i := T i else. We claim that these subvarieties are of codimension at least 2 in X. By Proposition 3.9 it suffices to show thatỸ :
is irreducible and of codimension r − c + 1. Consider the matrix B arising out of A ′ by replacing its i 3 -th row with a zero row. Then by construction for k = 1, 2
is of codimension at most r − c + 1 if and only iff i1−c =f i2−c = 0 holds. This contradicts the fact that the columns of A ′ are pairwise linearly independent.
In order to complete the proof we have to show that the K 0 -grading has the desired properties. By construction, the K 0 -grading is effective. Moreover, using Remark 3.7 we obtain a one parameter subgroup of
As ζ ij > 0 holds for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r, and 1 ≤ j ≤ n i we conclude that the grading is pointed. To obtain factoriality of the K 0 -grading, we localize R(A, P 0 ) by the product over all generators T ij , S k , and observe that the degree zero part of the resulting ring is a polynomial ring. Now applying [4, Thm. 1.1] completes the proof.
(No) Smooth special arrangement varieties with low Picard number
In this section we investigate smoothness of arrangement varieties. Whereas smooth general arrangement varieties of complexity and Picard number two were classified in [10] , we concern ourselves with the case of special arrangement varieties.
Definition 4.1. An honestly special arrangement variety is a special arrangement variety X with honestly special arrangement Cox ring R(A, P ), i.e. we have l ij n i > 1 for all i = 0, . . . , r and j = 1, . . . , n i and the graded ring R(A, P ) is not isomorphic to a Cox ring R(A ′ , P ′ ) of a general arrangement variety. Then any variety X(A, P, Σ) is a special arrangement variety, that is not honestly special: Consider the matrix
Then the ring R(A, P ) is isomorphic as a graded ring to the ring R(A ′ , P ), which in turn is the Cox ring of a complexity one T-variety.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a projective honestly special arrangement variety of Picard number at most two. Then X is singular.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.4. We work in the language of explicit T-varieties [10, Sec. 3] and import the necessary notions and facts directly from [10, Sec. 5].
Remark 4.5. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety with Cox ring R(A, P ). We will now describe the local structure of X in terms of torus orbits in Z. For this, denote by T the acting torus of Z. An X-cone is a cone σ ∈ Σ such that the corresponding torus orbit T · z σ intersects X non-trivially, i.e.
We call the subsets X(σ) ⊆ X, where σ is an X-cone, the pieces of X. Note that the pieces of X are locally closed and X is the disjoint union of all of them:
Using Cox quotient construction for toric varieties [6] or [1, Sec. 2.1.3] as indicated in Construction 2.11, we describe the pieces of an explicit arrangement variety in terms of faces of the positive orthant. Proof of Theorem 4.4 for ̺(X) = 1. Assume there is a smooth explicit honestly special arrangement variety X := X(A, P, Σ) as in Theorem 4.4 with ̺(X) = 1. Then using Remark 4.9 we obtain a X-face with singular stratum in X which is an X-face due to Remark 4.10. This contradicts smoothness of X due to Remark 4.7.
We turn to Picard number two. In a first step we import the description of the several cones of divisor classes inside the rational divisor class group Cl(X) Q := Cl(X) ⊗ Q of an arrangement variety. Then, specializing to Picard number two, we adapt techniques for treating these varieties from [7, 10] . Using these techniques, we obtain in Lemma 4.14 first constraints on the defining data A, P, Σ. Then we go on proving Theorem 4.4 for ̺(X) = 2. Remark 4.12. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) be an explicit arrangement variety with divisor class group K = Cl(X) of rank two. Then, inside the rational divisor class group Cl(X) Q = Q 2 , the effective cone of X is of dimension two and decomposes as
where τ X ⊆ Eff(X) is the ample cone, τ + , τ − are closed cones not intersecting τ X and τ + ∩ τ − consists of the origin:
Due to τ X ⊆ Mov(X), each of the cones τ + and τ − contains at least two of the rational weights
Moreover, for every X-face {0} = γ 0 γ precisely one of the following inclusions holds:
Remark 4.13. In the situation of Remark 4.12 consider a positively oriented pair w, w ′ ∈ Q 2 . If, for instance, w ∈ τ − and w ′ ∈ τ + hold, then det(w, w ′ ) is positive. Moreover, if the variety X is smooth and w, w ′ are the weights stemming from a two-dimensional X-face γ 0 γ, then we have det(w, w ′ ) = 1 due to Remark 4.7[(ii)]. In this case, we can achieve w = (1, 0), w ′ = (0, 1) by a suitable unimodular coordinate change on Z 2 ⊆ Q 2 . Then w ′′ = (x ′′ , 1) holds whenever w, w ′′ are the weights stemming from a two-dimensional X-face and, similary, w ′′ = (1, y ′′ ) holds whenever w ′′ , w ′ are these weights.
We call an explicit arrangement variety X := X(A, P, Σ) quasismooth, if for every X-face, the corresponding stratum inX is smooth. (ii) If n i ≥ 2 holds for at least one index 0 ≤ i ≤ r then m = 0 holds. (iii) n i ≤ 2 holds for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r.
Proof. We prove (i). Let m ≥ 2. As cone(e k ) is an X-face for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, Remark 4.13 implies w k ∈ τ X due to Q-factoriality of X. So assume we have w k1 ∈ τ + and w k2 ∈ τ − . Then cone(e k1 , e k2 ) is an X-face with singular stratum in X; a contradiction to quasismoothness of X.
We prove (ii). Let m > 0. Then we may assume that w k ∈ τ + holds for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Assume there exists a weight w ij ∈ τ − with n i ≥ 2. Then cone(e 1 , e i1 ) is an X-face with singular X-stratum, which contradicts quasismoothness of X. Thus w ij ∈ τ + holds for all i with n i ≥ 2. Due to homogeneity of the relations we conclude w ij ∈ τ + for all i with n i = 1 and there are no weights left to lie in τ − ; a contradiction due to Remark 4.13.
We prove (iii). Assume there exists an index i with n i ≥ 3. Then after suitably renumbering we may assume i = 0. We claim that all w 0j lie either in τ + or in τ − . Assume that this is not true and w 01 ∈ τ + and w 02 ∈ τ − holds. Then the cone cone(e 01 , e 02 ) is an X-face with singular X-stratum as there are at least two relations defining R(A, P ); a contradiction to quasismoothness of X. Thus we may assume w 0j ∈ τ + for j = 1, 2, 3 and homogeneity of the relations implies that all weights w kj with n k = 1 or n k ≥ 3 lie in τ + . Using Part (ii) and Remark 4.13 we conclude that there exist at least two indices i 1 , i 2 with n i1 = n i2 = 2 and after suitably renumbering we may assume that w i11 , w i21 ∈ τ − holds. In particular, the X-face cone(e i11 , e 01 ) is an X-face. As we have at least two relations defining R(A, P ), the corresponding stratum in X is singular; a contradiction to quasismoothness of X.
Proof of Theorem 4.4 for ̺(X) = 2. We show that the existence of a smooth variety X(A, P, Σ) as in the theorem leads to a contradiction in all possible cases.
Assume n i = 1 holds for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r. Then due to homogeneity of the relations we may assume that all weights w i1 lie in τ + . Thus due to Remark 4.13 there exist at least two weights w 1 , w 2 ∈ τ − . Due to Remark 4.9 there exists an index k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c} such that cone(e 1 , e k1 , λ tk e (t+c)1 ; 2 ≤ t ≤ r − 2) is an X-face with singular stratum in X; a contradiction to smoothness of X. Now, due to Lemma 4.14 we may assume that 2 = n 0 ≥ . . . ≥ n r ≥ 1 and m = 0 holds. Due to homogeneity of the relations we may assume that all weights w i1 with n i = 1 lie in τ + and thus due to Remark 4.13 n 0 = n 1 = 2 holds with w 01 , w 11 ∈ τ + and w 02 , w 12 ∈ τ − . Considering the X-faces cone(e 01 , e 12 ), cone(e 02 , e 11 ), quasismoothness of X implies l 01 = l 02 = l 11 = l 12 = 1. After suitably renumbering we may moreover assume w 11 ∈ cone(w 01 , w 02 ). And thus applying Remark 4.13 to the X-face cone(e 01 , e 12 ) turns the degree matrix of the rational degrees Q into the shape Q = 1 x 02 x 11 0 . . . 0 y 02 y 11 1 . . . , where x 11 , y 11 ≥ 0. Applying Remark 4.13 to the X-face cone(e 11 , e 02 ) we obtain 1 = det(w 11 , w 02 ) = x 11 y 02 − x 02 y 11 . Using homogeneity of the relations we obtain y 02 = l 02 y 02 = l 11 y 11 + l 12 = y 11 + 1, 1 + x 02 = l 01 + l 02 x 02 = l 11 x 11 = x 11 .
This implies x 02 = −y 11 and y 02 = 2 − x 11 , hence 1 − y 11 = x 11 ≥ 0 and thus 0 ≤ y 11 ≤ 1. Assume y 11 = 0. This turns the degree matrix of the rational degrees Q into the shape Q = 1 0 1 0 . . . 0 1 0 1 . . . .
In particular, the rational degree of the relations is (1, 1). This implies n i = 1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r due to the honesty of R(A, P ). Assume there exists an index k with w k1 , w k2 ∈ τ + then cone(e k1 , e 02 ), cone(e k2 , e 02 ) are X-faces and applying Remark 4.13 gives w k1 = (1, y k1 ) and w k2 = (1, y k2 ) in contradiction to homogeneity of the relations. Similar arguments hold for w k1 , w k2 ∈ τ − . Thus we may assume w i1 ∈ τ + and w i2 ∈ τ − for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r. Due to Remark 4.9 there exists an index k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c} such that cone(e k1 , e (c+2)2 ) is an X-face with singular stratum in X. This contradicts smoothness of X. Thus we may assume y 11 = 1 this gives w 11 = (0, 1) = w 12 which in turn is a contradiction to w 11 ∈ τ + and w 12 ∈ τ − .
Toric ambient resolutions of singularities
The purpose of this section is to prove that explicit arrangement varieties allow a toric ambient resolution of singularites: Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety, denote by T the acting torus of Z and let ϕ : Z ′ → Z be a birational toric morphism. We call ϕ an ambient resolution of singularities if it maps the proper transform X ′ , i.e. the closure in Z ′ of the preimage of X ∩ T under ϕ, properly onto X and X ′ is smooth. The existence of an ambient resolution of singularities enables us to perform the desingularization of X in a purely combinatorial manner.
Theorem 5.1. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety. Then X ⊆ Z admits a toric ambient resolution of singularities.
In order to prove the above result we will use a two-step procedure for resolving singularities adapted from [5] . In the first step we make use of tropical methods. Fixing a suitable quasifan structure on the tropical variety enables us to show that after the first resolution step the variety is locally toric in a strong sense; see Definition 5.4. Then applying [13, Thm 4.5. and Prop. 2.6] we obtain the existence of a toric ambient resolution of X ⊆ Z.
Let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety and let trop(X) be its tropical variety endowed with a fixed quasifan-structure. We call X ⊆ Z weakly tropical if Σ is supported on trop(X). Set Σ ′ := Σ ⊓ trop(X) and let ϕ : Z ′ → Z be the toric morphism corresponding to the refinement of fans Σ ′ → Σ. Let X ′ denote the proper transform of X with respect to ϕ. We call ϕ : Z ′ → Z the weakly tropical resolution of X. Note that the weakly tropical resolution of X depends on the choice of the quasifan structure fixed on trop(X). Let us look at two possible choices of quasifan-structures, compare [19, Chap. 4 ].
Remark 5.2. Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety. Then, due to Construction 2.14, the matrix A gives rise to a linear embedding P c ⊆ P r . Moreover, the projection P 1 : Q r+s → Q r onto the first r coordinates maps trop(X) onto trop(Y ) and we obtain
In the following we will construct a fan structure on trop(Y ) and will endow trop(X) with the corresponding quasifan structure, i.e. trop(X) = P −1 1 (λ); λ ∈ trop(Y ) . Let A be as above and denote by A the set of columns of A. The lattice of flats L(A) is the partially ordered set of all subspaces of C r+1 spanned by subsets of A. Note that all maximal chains in L(A) have length c + 1. For any S ∈ L(A) denote by I(S) ⊆ {0, . . . , r} the indices with a i ∈ S and set e S := i∈I(S) e i , where e 0 := − r i=1 e i . For any maximal chain S 1 ⊆ S 2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ S c ⊆ C r+1 we define a cone cone(e S1 , . . . , e Sc ) and denote with ∆(A) the fan having these cones as maximal ones. Then due to [19, Thm. 4.3.7] this defines a fan structure on the tropical variety trop(P c ).
Note that the tropical variety of a variety Y ⊆ T r defined by linear relations can be endowed with a unique coarsest fan structure, the so called Bergman-fan, see [19, Chap. 4 ].
Construction 5.3. Let X ⊆ Z be weakly tropical and let σ ∈ Σ be any cone. Choose a maximal cone τ ∈ trop(X) with σ τ , set N (τ ) := N ∩ lin Q (τ ) and fix a decomposition N = N (τ ) ⊕Ñ . Accordingly, we obtain a product decomposition
where U (σ) := U (σ, τ ) is the affine toric variety corresponding to the cone σ in the lattice N (τ ) andT is a torus.
Definition 5.4. Let X ⊆ Z be weakly tropical. Call X ⊆ Z semi-locally toric if for every maximal cone σ ∈ Σ there exists a projection π σ as in Construction 5.3 that maps X σ := X ∩ Z σ isomorphically onto its image π σ (X σ ) and the latter is an open subvariety of U (σ). We complement the set v 1 , . . . , v c to a lattice basis of Z r by successively adding canonical basis vectors in the following way: Whenever k i+1 > k i + 1 we add e ki+2 , . . . , e ki+1 . Moreover, we add the vectors e kc+1 , . . . e r . This gives rise to a decomposition Z r =: N = N (τ ) ⊕Ñ as in Construction 5.3 and we obtain an isomorphism Z τ ∼ = U (τ ) × T r−c ∼ = C c × T r−c . On the torus this isomorphism is given by the homomorphism ϕ B : T r → T r defined by the matrix B whose columns are the above lattice basis.
Let I := f 1 , . . . , f r−c be the ideal corresponding to T r ∩ Y . For any f ∈ I ∩C[T 1 , . . . , T r ] denote byf the push-down of f with respect to ϕ B , i.e., the unique
where the isomorphism on the left hand side is the restriction of the isomorphism on the right hand side. In order to complete the proof we need to show that the restriction of the projection onto the first c coordinates toỸ τ is an isomorphism onto its image and the latter is an open subset of C c . We show this by proving that for any k > c there exists a push-downf of an equation f ∈ I of the form
. . , T k−1 ] and λ k = 0. Our proof is by induction. Let k = c + 1. Recall that the (c + 1)-th column of B is a canonical basis vector e i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We distinguish between the following two cases: Case 1: There exists a ray generator v j(i) with k j(i) > i. Let j(i) be minimal with this property. By construction of A we have i = k j(i)−1 + 2. Moreover, due to the construction of the fan structure on trop(Y ) the columns a 1 , . . . , a i of A are linearly dependant and there exists a push-downf = h + λ k T k as claimed. Case 2: We have i = k c + 1. Then the columns a 1 , . . . , a kc , a i , a 0 are linearly dependant as τ was chosen maximal. In particular there exists a push downf = h + λ 0 + λ i T i with λ i = 0 and h ∈ C[T 1 , . . . , T kc ]. Now assume we have proven the above for all c < k ≤ n. Consider the case k = n + 1. As above the (n + 1)-th column of B is a canonical basis vector e i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r and we follow the same lines as in the induction basis: Case 1: There exists a ray generator v j(i) with k j(i) > i. Let j(i) be minimal with this property, i.e. we have k j(i)−1 < i < k j(i) and there exists α ≥ 2 with i = k j(i)−1 +α. We conclude that the columns a 1 , . . . , a i of A are linearly dependant and there exists a push-downf = h + λ k T k with h ∈ C[T 1 , . . . , T k−1 ] as claimed.
Case 2:
We have i > k c and the existence of a push-downf follows with exactly the same arguments as in the induction basis.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Due to Lemma 5.5 the embedding X ⊆ Z admits a semilocally weakly tropical resolution. Therefore the assertion follows using [13, Prop. 2.6 ].
The anticanonical complex for arrangement varieties
In this section we investigate the anticanonical complex for arrangement varieties. Note that for general arrangement varieties it was described in [13] . In the first part, we recall and adapt the general construction of anticanonical complexes to the arrangement case. In order to get an explicit description, see Proposition 6.5, we will restrict ourselves to the case, where we have access to canonical divisors of the weakly tropical resolution via the theory of Cox rings, see Definition 6.1.
We start by recalling the necessary facts: Let X be a normal Q-Gorenstein variety and ϕ : X ′ → X a proper birational morphism with X ′ normal. Then, given a canonical divisor k X ′ on X ′ we have the ramification formula
where the sum on the right hand side runs over all prime divisors E in the exceptional locus of ϕ. The number dics X (E) = a E is called the discrepancy of X with respect to E. Now let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety. Then due to Lemma 5.5 it admits a semi-locally toric weakly tropical resolution Z ′ → Z where Z ′ is defined via a fan Σ ′ as in the previous section. Applying [13, Prop.3.6] , we can construct an anticanonical complex for X in the following way: For every ray ̺ ⊆ |Σ ′ | there exists by assumption a proper toric morphism ψ : Z ′′ → Z ′ where Z ′′ is a toric variety defined by a fan Σ ′′ with ̺ ∈ Σ ′′ . This induces a proper birational morphism X ′′ → X, where X ′′ is the closure of the preimage of X ∩ T under the composition Z ′′ → Z ′ → Z. Denote by D ̺ Z ′′ the toric prime divisor corresponding to ̺ and set a ̺ := disc X (D ̺ Z ′′ | X ′′ ). Let v ̺ denote the primitive ray generator of ̺ and for a ̺ > −1 set v ′ ̺ := 1 a̺+1 v ̺ . Set
Then due to [13] , A admits the structure of a polyhedral complex by setting
and we call A the anticanonical complex of X ⊆ Z. By construction it encodes the singularity type of X in the following way: We turn to the construction of candidates for the Cox ring of the weakly tropical resolution of an explicit arrangement variety X := X(A, P, Σ). We use the concept of toric ambient modifications presented in [11] . Let trop(X) be endowed with a fixed quasifan structure and consider the toric morphism Z Σ ′ → Z Σ defined via the subdivision Σ ′ = trop(X) ⊓ Σ → Σ of fans. Denote by P and P ′ the matrices whose columns are the primitive ray generators of Σ and Σ ′ . Then the corresponding maps P : Z r → Z n and P ′ : Z r ′ → Z n define homomorphisms of tori
Let g i ∈ C[T 1 , . . . , T r ] be one of the defining polynomials of R(X) = R(A, P ). The push-down of g i is the unique p * (g i ) ∈ C[T 1 , . . . , T n ] without monomial factors such that T µ p * (p * (g i )) = g i holds for some Laurent monomial
We call the weakly tropical resolution X ′ → X arising from a subdivision Σ ⊓ trop(X) → Σ explicit if X ′ has a complete intersection Cox ring defined by the shifts g ′ i of g i :
From now on let trop(X) be endowed with any coarsening of the quasifan structure defined in Remark 5.2. In this situation, if the weakly tropical resolution of X is semi-locally toric, it suffices to compute the discrepancies along the divisors corresponding to the rays of Σ ′ to describe the whole anticanonical complex. This motivates the subsequent study of the rays of Σ ′ . We work in the notation of Definition 2.19 and denote by e ij resp. e k the canonical basis vectors of Q n+m . We set v ij := P (e ij ), v k := P (e k ).
Moreover for a fan Σ we denote by Σ (1) its set of rays.
Definition 6.2. Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety and σ ⊆ Q r+s be a P -cone of special or big type. We call σ elementary, if the following statements hold:
(i) For all 0 ≤ i ≤ r there exists at most one index 1 ≤ j i ≤ n i such that v iji is a primitive ray generator of σ. (ii) There is a ray ̺ in σ ⊓ trop(X) with ̺ ∩ σ • = ∅. Construction 6.3. Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety and let σ ⊆ Q r+s be an elementary P -cone. Denote by I the set of indices i such that v iji is a primitive ray generator of σ and define
Proposition 6.4. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety. Then the set of rays of Σ ⊓ trop(X) is given as
Using the above result and applying the methods developed in [13] we obtain the following description of the discrepancies along the divisors corresponding to the rays of Σ ′ which leads to a full description of the anticanonical complex. Proposition 6.5. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be a Q-Gorenstein explicit arrangement variety admitting a semi-locally toric explicit weakly tropical resolution Z ′ → Z and let σ = cone(v iji ; i ∈ I) ∈ Σ be an elementary cone. Then the following statements hold:
(i) The discrepancy along the prime divisor of
and k is the number of the defining equations g i of the Cox ring R(A, P ) of X with g i (x) = 0 for all x ∈ V(T iji ; i ∈ I). (ii) The ray ̺ σ is not contained in the anticanonical complex A, if and only if ℓ σ > 0 holds; in this case,
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proofs of Propositions 6.4 and 6.5. In the following let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit special arrangement variety with an (c + 1) × (r + 1)-matrix A. Let P 1 : Q r+s → Q r denote the projection onto the first r coordinates and ∆ := Σ Pr the fan corresponding to P r . Note that in this situation P 1 maps the rays of Σ onto the rays of ∆. Lemma 6.6. Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety with maximal orbit quotient P c ⊆ P r as in Construction 2.14. Then any ray of Σ ⊓ trop(X) is either projected onto the origin or onto a ray of ∆ ⊓ trop(P c ).
Proof. Let ̺ be any ray of Σ ⊓ trop(X). Then there exist cones σ ∈ Σ and τ ∈ trop(X) such that ̺ = σ ∩ τ . By construction of the quasifan structure on trop(X) we have τ = P 1 (τ ) × Q s with a cone P 1 (τ ) ∈ trop(Y ). Therefore, we have
where D is a subset of ∆ and the last equality follows as ∆ is complete. As P 1 (̺) is of dimension at most one, we conclude that there exists a δ ∈ D with P 1 (̺) = δ ∩P 1 (τ ) and the assertion follows.
Let B denote the matrix whose columns are the primitive ray generators of P r . Then we have P c = X(A, B, ∆) ⊆ P r and we may use the notions of Definitions 2.19 and 6.2. Lemma 6.7. Let σ ∈ Σ be any special cone. Then the following statements hold:
(i) If δ := P 1 (σ) is an elementary B-cone, then we have P 1 (̺) = ̺ δ for all ̺ ∈ (σ ⊓ trop(X)) (1) \ σ (1) . (ii) If σ is elementary and ̺ is a ray in σ ⊓ trop(X) with ̺ ∩ σ • = ∅. Then ̺ = ̺ σ holds.
Proof. We prove (i). Let ̺ ∈ σ ⊓ trop(X) be any ray with ̺ ∩ σ • = ∅. Then there exists τ ∈ trop(X) such that ̺ = σ ∩ τ holds. As σ is special we have ̺ ⊆ λ lin . Therefore, applying Lemma 6.6 yields (1) .
As the Bergman fan structure fixed on trop(Y ) coarsens the matroid fan structure defined in Remark 5.2
we obtain that for every cone of δ ∈ ∆ there exists at most one ray ̺ ′ ∈ ∆ ′ such that ̺ ′ ∩ δ • = ∅ and this ray equals ̺ δ . We prove (ii). As σ is elementary, the projection P 1 (σ) is an elementary Bcone. As ̺ ∩ σ • = ∅ we conclude ̺ ∈ σ (1) . Therefore we may apply (i) and obtain P 1 (̺) = ̺ δ . Due to the structure of σ there is exactly one ray in ̺ δ × Q s and this ray equals ̺ σ . This completes the proof. Lemma 6.8. Let σ ∈ Σ be any special or big cone. If ̺ σ1 = ̺ σ2 holds for any two elementary P -cones σ 1 , σ 2 ⊆ σ, then σ is elementary.
Proof. Assume σ is not elementary and denote by I the set of indices i such that there exists at least one index 1 ≤ k ≤ n i with cone(v ik ) ∈ σ (1) . Then there exists t ∈ I and cones
In particular we have τ = τ ′ . Consider v τ and v τ ′ and denote by c τ and c τ ′ the respective greatest common divisors of their entries. Here, we may assume that
is an extremal ray of σ 0 and τ ′ ⊆ σ 0 holds, cone(v tj ′ t ) is also an extremal ray of τ . This contradicts the choice of j ′ t .
Proof of Proposition 6.5. We show "⊆". Let ̺ be any ray of Σ ⊓ trop(X). Then there exist σ ∈ Σ and λ ∈ trop(X) with σ ∩ λ = ̺ and we will always assume σ and λ to be minimal with this property. Note that if σ is a leaf cone, we have σ ⊆ |trop(X)| and due to the quasifan structure fixed on trop(X) we obtain σ = ̺ for a ray ̺ of Σ. So assume σ is not a leaf cone. We distinguish between the following two cases: Case 1: We have λ = λ lin and with σ ∩ λ = ∅ we conclude that σ is big. In particular, there exists a P -elementary cone σ 1 ⊆ σ with
As this equality holds for any P -elementary cone σ 1 ⊆ σ we can apply Lemma 6.8 and conclude σ is P -elementary and ̺ = ̺ σ .
Case 2: We have λ = λ lin . Due to minimality of σ and λ we have ̺ ⊆ λ lin which implies that σ is special and σ • ∩ ̺ = σ • ∩ λ = ∅. In particular, either σ fulfills already condition (i) of Definition 6.2 and is elementary, or it contains a P -elementary cone σ 1 . In the latter case we conclude
As the above equality does not depend on the choice of σ 1 ⊆ σ we conclude that σ is elementary due to Lemma 6.8 and ̺ = ̺ σ .
We show "⊇". By construction the rays of Σ are supported on the tropical variety. Therefore it is only left to show that any ray ̺ σ lies in (Σ ⊓ trop(X)) (1) . This follows by definition of elementary and Lemma 6.7 (ii).
Due to Proposition 2.10 the Cox ring R(A, P ) of an explicit special arrangement variety X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z is a complete intersection ring and therefore so is the Cox ring of any explicit weakly tropical resolution
we obtain the canonical class of X ′ via the following formula:
In order to prove Proposition 6.5 we directly import the notion of a toric canonical ϕ-family from [13] . Definition 6.9. Let X ⊆ Z be a Q-Gorenstein explicit arrangement variety admitting an semi-locally toric explicit weakly tropical resolution ϕ :
are the affine charts of Z ′ and the D σ ′ are T ′ -invariant Weil divisors on Z ′ such that for every σ ′ ∈ Σ ′ the following holds:
Let u ∈ M Q be a rational character. Then the multiplicity of div(χ u ) along the divisor D ̺ Z corresponding to a ray ̺ ∈ Σ is given as u, v ̺ , where, v ̺ ∈ ̺ denotes the primitive lattice vector inside ̺. Now, in the situation of Definition 6.9
Proof of Proposition 6.5. We prove (i). By assumption X ′ ⊆ Z ′ is semi-locally toric and by [13, Lem. 3.16] there exists a toric canonical ϕ-family. Therefore, explicitly constructing a pair (Z ′ ̺σ , D ̺σ ) as in Definition 6.9 we can calculate the discrepancy along D ̺σ X ′ : Consider the ray ̺ σ ∈ Σ ′ and let g ′ 1 , . . . , g ′ r be the defining relations of R(X ′ ). Then in each g ′ t we can choose a monomial not divisible by the variable T ̺σ . Let us denote this monomial with T lt t = T lt1 t1 · · · T ltn t tnt . Then we may choose
where D ̺ ′ tj denotes the divisor corresponding to the variable T tj in R(X ′ ). As X ′ has complete intersection Cox ring, the pullback D ̺σ | X ′ is a canonical divisor on X ′ . Moreover, the push forward ϕ * (D ̺σ ) is Q-Cartier and by construction we have D ̺σ = k Z ′ on Z ′ ̺σ . In particular, we have constructed a tuple (Z ′ ̺σ , D ̺σ ) as claimed. Now, let u ∈ Q r+s be an element such that div(χ u ) = ϕ * (D ̺σ ) holds on Z σ . Then due to [13, Rem. 3.11] we have
Therefore, using v σ = v ̺σ · c σ , we obtain the assertion with
Here the last equality holds, as D iji occurs in ϕ * (D ̺σ ) if and only if there exists a term T ν · T li i with ν ∈ Z r+s ≥0 which is not divisible by T σ̺ in one of the shifts. Using (i) assertion (ii) follows from the definition of the anticanonical complex.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
This section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.1. We start by investigating the critical values of the maximal orbit quotient for honestly special arrangement varieties.
Proposition 7.1. Let X be a projective honestly special arrangement variety of complexity two. Then the maximal orbit quotient X P 2 has at least five lines as its critical values.
Proof. We realize X as an explicit T-variety X(α, P, Σ) as in [10] . For one up to three lines, the Cox ring R(α, P ) is a polynomial ring and thus X is toric. In case of four lines, X admits either a torus action of complexity one, having one hidden free variable as in Example 4.3 or is a general arrangement variety. Thus the assertion follows.
Remark 7.2. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit honestly special arrangement variety of complexity two and assume the maximal orbit quotient X P 2 has a line arrangment of five lines as its critical values. Then we obtain the following two types of relations, as the remaining cases are either general or of complexity one:
Now specializing to dimension three and divisor class group of rank at most two, we obtain n i ≤ 2, n i = 2 for at most two indices i = 0, . . . , 4 and m ≤ 2. Assuming that X is of finite isotropy order at most two, we obatin l i = 2 for n i = 1 and l i = (1, 1) for n i = 2. In particular the polynomials g 1 , g 2 are quadratic. Note that in question of isomorphy, the distribution of the n i is important: Two rings R(A, P ) and R(A ′ , P ′ ) of the same type (I) or (II), where the vector (n 0 , . . . , n r ) is a permutation of the vector (n ′ 0 , . . . , n ′ r ) do not need to be isomorphic, see i.a. Nos. 7 and 9 in our list. Remark 7.3. Let X(A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z be an explicit arrangement variety with divisor class group of rank two and consider the weight matrix Q whose columns consist of the free part of the weights w ij := deg(T ij ) resp. w k := deg(T k ). We write a Q-basis for the kernel of P in the rows of a matrixQ and define a vector −w X :
Then there is a Q-linear isomorphism mapping the columns of Q on the columns ofQ and thus the canonical class −K x on −w X . This isomorphism is either orientation preserving or reversing. Therefore, in question of the position of weights inside Eff(X) as in Remark 4.12, it suffices to look at rational weight matricesQ with rational anticanonical vectors −w X . Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let X := X(A, P, Σ) be an explicit special arrangement variety as in Theorem 1.1. Then the Cox ring of X is given as a ring R(A, P ) as in Remark 7.2. In a first step, we bound the entries of P to obtain a list of candidates. Note that our computations are independent of the type of the relations and the distribution of the n i .
Case rk (Cl(X)) = 1: Due to Remark 7.2 we are left with the following three cases: (a) n = 5 and m = 1 (b) n = 6 and m = 0 Note that in case of divisor class group of rank one, everyX-face is an X-face. Case (a): After applying suitable admissible operations on P we may assume that we are in the following situation
. Thus x = −5 holds due to the singularity type of X. Case (b): After applying suitable admissible operations on P we may assume that we are in the following situation
where we may assume x > y. Now the two big cones
give the vertices v ′ σ1 and v ′ σ2 of the anticanonical complex v ′ σ1 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 2 + x], v ′ σ2 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 2 + y]. We conclude x = −1 and y = −3 due to the singularity type of X.
Case rk (Cl(X)) = 2: Due to Remark 7.2 we are left with the following three cases:
(a) n = 5 and m = 2 (b) n = 6 and m = 1 (c) n = 7 and m = 0
Case (a): After applying suitable admissible operations on P we may assume that we are in the following situation
Now a rational weight matrixQ and the corresponding rational vector −w X is given asQ 
where we may assume x > y. Due to completeness of X, we obtain an elementary big cone σ ∈ Σ defining a vertex v ′ σ of the anticanonical complex:
. Thus, we conclude y = −3 due to the singularity type of X. Now a rational weight matrixQ and the corresponding rational vector −w X is given as
In particular, we obtain SAmple(X) ⊆ Q 2 ≥0 . As X is Fano, this implies −2x − 2 ≥ 0 and thus x ≤ −1. Case (c): After applying suitable admissible operations on P we may assume that we are in the following situation A direct computation shows that in all cases, the generators T ij are K-prime. To obtain our list, we computed the anticanonical complexes for all configurations and checked for canonicity using the characterization at the beginning of Section 6. After removing some redundancy, we obtain the varieties in our list.
Beyond arrangement varieties
In this section we go one step beyond arrangement varieties and consider varieties whose maximal orbit quotient decomposes as a product of arrangements. Note that their Cox rings (without the grading) already appeared in Section 3: As rings they are isomorphic to decomposable rings R(A, P 0 ). We follow the ideas of Section 2 by constructing Cox rings of these varieties and realize them as explicit T-varieties.
As an application we obtain in Proposition 8.7 a criterion to determine the true complexity of a special arrangement variety. Finally, we give a full classification in the smooth case for projective varieties up to Picard number two and characterize the Fano property of these varieties. Definition 8.1. An arrangement-product variety is a variety X with an effective action of an algebraic torus T × X → X having X P c1 × . . . × P ct with t > 1 as a maximal orbit quotient and the critical values is given as a collection of products We go on by constructing Cox rings of arrangement-product varieties. We will make use of the notion of (in-)decomposability of rings R(A, P ) as in Definition 3.1. A (1) . . .
where we require the columns of P to be pairwise different and primitive, generating Q r+s as a vectorspace. Denote by e (i) kl resp. e Moreover, by considering the projection Q : Z n+m → Z n+m /im(P * ) := K, we define analogously a K-graded C-algebra R prod (A, P ).
Remark 8.4. The K 0 -graded C-algebras R prod (A, P 0 ) are integral, normal, complete intersection rings satisfying dim(R prod (A, P 0 )) = n + m − r + c, R prod (A, P 0 ) * = C * and the K 0 -grading is the finest possible grading on R prod (A, P 0 ), leaving the variables and the relations homogeneous. Moreover, it is effective, pointed, factorial and of complexity c. Considering the rings R prod (A, P ), the K-grading is effective, factorial and of complexity c and, if the columns of P generate Q r+s as a cone, it is pointed as well.
Remark 8.5. Every arrangement-product variety has a K-graded C-algebra R prod (A, P ) as in Construction 8.3 as its Cox ring.
As done in Section 2, we use the rings R prod (A, P ) to construct explicit T-varieties following precisely the same steps as in Construction 2.11. We will denote the resulting explicit T-varieties with X prod (A, P, Σ) ⊆ Z. Proof. If R(A, P ) is decomposable, then X can be regained as an explicit T ′ -variety out of its Cox ring R prod (A, P ), where the T ′ -action is of lower complexity by Remark 8.6.
We now turn to our main results concerning smoothness of arrangement-product varieties. We will without further explanation use the language of explicit Tvarieties as done in Section 3. In particular, the smoothness criteria from Remark 4.7 can be applied in our situation. 
is an X-face whose corresponding X-stratum is singular. As X is of Picard number one, any X-face is an X-face and we conclude that X is singular. where we have a i ≥ a i+2 ≥ 0 and a i + a i+1 = 0 for i odd and a k2 = 0 if k 2 is odd.
Corollary 8.10. A smooth projective arrangement-product variety of Picard number two as in Theorem 8.9 is Fano if and only if 0 ≤ a 1 ≤ k1−2 k2−2 holds. Corollary 8.11. If X is a smooth projective arrangement-product variety of Picard number two, then the dimension of X is at least 6.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proofs of the previous statements. Lemma 8.12. Let X := X prod (A, P, Σ) be a Q-factorial, quasismooth projective arrangement-product variety of Picard number two with Cox ring R prod (A, P ) decomposing into t > 1 indecomposable rings R (i) := R(A (i) , P (i) ). Then the following statements hold:
(i) Let w β holds for two indices 0 ≤ α ≤ r (1) and 0 ≤ β ≤ r (2) then we have l
Proof. We prove (i). By construction the cone γ (i) := cone(e (i)
is an X-face. As R prod (A, P ) is decomposable with t > 1 the corresponding Xstratum is singular. Now assume that not all weights w (i) kl lie in the same cone τ + or τ − . Then γ (i) is X-relevant which contradicts quasismoothness.
We turn to (ii). Assume there exists a ring R (i) such that n (i) α > 2 holds for one index 0 ≤ α ≤ r (i) . Due to (i) we may assume that all weights w (i) kl lie in τ − . As there have to be at least two weights in τ + there exists an index 1 ≤ j ≤ t such that all weights w (j) kl lie in τ + . We obtain an X-face cone(e (i) α1 , γ (j) ) whose corresponding X-stratum is singular as n (i) α > 2 holds; a contradiction. We prove (iii). Assume m (j) > 0 holds for at least one 1 ≤ j ≤ t. Suitably renumbering we may assume j = 1. Moreover, with the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.14 (i) we may assume that w (1) k ∈ τ + holds for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m (1) . Due to Remark 4.13 there are at least two weights that lie in τ − and using (i) we conclude that there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ t such that all weights w (i) kl lie in τ − . This gives an X-face cone(γ (i) , e (1) k ) with singular stratum as t > 1 holds; a contradiction to quasismoothness. Now assume t ≥ 3 holds. As each of τ + and τ − have to contain at least two weights we may assume that all weights w (1) kl lie in τ − and all weights w (2) kl lie in τ + . This gives an X-face cone(γ (1) , γ (2) ) which is singular as t ≥ 3 holds. This contradicts quasismoothness.
We turn to (iv). By renumbering we may assume i = 1. Let n (1) α = 2. Then cone(e (1) α1 , γ (2) ) is an X-face whose stratum is singular if there is another defining relation in R (1) . This proves the assertion.
We prove (v). Due to (iii) and Remark 4.13 we may assume that all weights w (1) kl lie in τ + and all weights w (2) kl lie in τ − . This implies that the cones cone(e (1) αl , e
βl ′ ) with l, l ′ ∈ {1, 2} are X-faces. As the corresponding X-strata have to be smooth, the assertion follows.
Proof of Theorem 8.9. By Construction R prod (A, P ) admits a decomposition into indecomposable rings R (i) := R(A (i) , P (i) ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ t and t > 1 holds. Applying Lemma 8.12 we obtain t = 2 and m = 0. Moreover, due to Lemma 8.12 (i) we may assume that all weights w (1) kl of the variables of the ring R (1) lie in τ − and all weights w (2) kl of the variables of the ring R (2) lie in τ + . Since X is projective and m = 0 holds, Σ contains at least one big cone σ = P (γ * ) with an X-face γ. Recall that in our situation an X-face is an X-face if it contains at least one ray corresponding to a variable of R (1) and another one corresponding to a variable of R (2) . We conclude that there exists 0 ≤ α ≤ r (1) and 0 ≤ β ≤ r (2) with n for all 0 ≤ α ≤ r (1) and 0 ≤ β ≤ r (2) with n (1) α = 2 and n (2) β = 2. Applying Lemma 8.12 (iv) we are left with one homogeneous defining relation g 1 for R (1) and another homogeneous defining relation g 2 for R (2) whose weights deg(g 1 ) = w (1) and deg(g 2 ) = w (2) lie in τ − and τ + respectively. In particular, by a suitable unimodular coordinate change on Z 2 we can achieve w (1) = (w 1 , 0) and w (2) = (0, w 2 ) with positive integers w 1 , w 2 . We conclude that for any α and β with n As the cones cone(e (1) α1 , e (2) β1 ) and cone(e (1) α2 , e (2) β1 ) are X-faces, we conclude This implies a = 0 or b = 0 and we may assume the latter holds. Moreover, we obtain w 1 = w 2 = 2 and homogeneity of the relations implies that the relations g 1 and g 2 are quadratic. As equation (8.1) holds for any choice of α and β we are left with the following configuration of weights: Q = 1 . . . 1 a 1 a 2 . . . a k2 0 . . . 0 1 1 . . . 1 ,
We show that there is at most one term in each of g 1 and g 2 with only one variable. Assume there is more than one. Then the divisor class group contains torsion, see [10, Prop. 7.3] . This is a contradiction, as cone(e (1) α1 , e
β1 ) is an X-face and therefore the divisor class group is isomorphic to Z 2 . Now, the conditions on the a i follow due to homogeneity of the relations and by suitably renumbering. In order to complete the proof it is only left to show, that the varieties in this class are indeed smooth. This follows directly by checking the criterion of Remark 4.7.
Proof of Corollary 8. 10 . In order to prove the statement we consider the varieties of Theorem 8.9 and check under which condition the anticanonical class lies in the ample cone. As R(X) is a complete intersection ring the anticanonical class is given as −K X = (k 1 − 2, k 2 − 2). Moreover, due to Lemma 8.12 we have τ − = cone((1, 0)) and τ + = cone((a 1 , 1), (−a 1 , 1)). We conclude that −K X lies in the ample cone if and only if 0 ≤ a 1 ≤ k1−2 k2−2 holds.
